ContainerPort Group, Inc. (CPG) has been serving America’s Heartland, global gateways and vital transportation corridors with intermodal solutions since its founding in 1971. As a pioneer in international and domestic container drayage, and a reputation for safety and reliability, we continue to innovate the industry and optimize your business.

Headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio, CPG specializes in intermodal services including container trucking and container yard operations throughout the Midwest, Ohio Valley and East Coast of the United States.

The CPG Intermodal Network includes our team of over 300 intermodal experts, fleet of over 650 independent contract drivers, and comprehensive intermodal services – all of which makes CPG your one-stop-shop for transportation, logistics and supply chain management.

As a subsidiary of The World Group of Companies, CPG leverages over a half century of market experience dedicated to providing innovative cargo transportation and freight services while delivering the highest level of customer service available in the industry. The World Group provides seamless end-to-end solutions with maximum control of the supply chain, allowing CPG to connect our partners with options, such as heavy lift capabilities, transloading, and warehousing – all of which are beyond the scope of most intermodal providers.

THE CPG INTERMODAL NETWORK INCLUDES OUR TEAM OF OVER 300 INTERMODAL EXPERTS, FLEET OF OVER 650 INDEPENDENT CONTRACT DRIVERS, AND COMPREHENSIVE INTERMODAL SERVICES
SERVICES

• Container Trucking & Drayage
• Local, Regional & Long Haul Container Trucking Services
• Largest Container Yard Operations in the Midwest
  > Container Storage: Empty & Loaded Secure Storage
  > Container Lift Capabilities: Empty & Loaded
  > Chassis Storage & Stacking or Unstacking
  > Equipment Gate Inspections
• Logistics Solutions
• Maintenance & Repairs: Containers, Chassis & Trailers
• ISO Container Sales: New & Used

• Supply Chain Technology & Visibility Solutions
  > 24/7/365 Technical Support
  > Secure Data
  > Cost-Effective Software Solutions
  > POD Imaging Technology
  > State-of-the-Art EDI Solutions: Gate Activity Reporting; Depot, Equipment Inventory Management; Repair Status Updates & More

• Value Added Options via The World Group
  > Transloading Capability
  > Rail Ramp Operations
  > Warehousing & Distribution

CPG ADVANTAGE

• Comprehensive Intermodal Services
• Fleet of 650+ Independent Contractor Drivers
• Efficient Customer Service Team Focused on Satisfaction
• Staffed by 300 Experienced & Trained Intermodal Experts
• 20 Locations in 18 Markets, Including 10 Container Yards
• Largest Container Yard Network in the Midwest
• Specialized Chassis Fleet
• Experienced Inspectors & Mechanics
Headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio, CPG specializes in intermodal services including container trucking and container yard operations throughout the Midwest, Ohio Valley and East Coast of the United States.
QUALIFICATIONS, LICENSES & MEMBERSHIPS

- Intermodal Association of North America (IANA) Member
- American Trucking Associations (ATA) Member
- 48-State Interstate Commerce Commission Motor Carrier Authority
- Canadian Commercial Vehicle Operator’s Registration & Authority
- U.S. Customs Bonded Motor Carrier
- Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) Certified
- “Satisfactory” rating from the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
- Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC)-compliant Fleet
- Hazardous Materials Certificate issued by the U.S. Department of Transportation Pipeline & Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
- Liquor Permits to Transport Alcoholic Beverages*
- Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration-Compliant & Driver-Vehicle Inspection Reporting

* Within, into or through the states of: Kentucky, Maryland, New Jersey, North Carolina, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia